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Steering Committee Meeting
February 26, 2019
Student Activities Conference Room

Present:

Tammy Berberi, Michelle Behr, Annika Nelson, Andrew Brichacek, LeAnn Dean,
Dave Roberts, Ted Pappenfus, Kari Adams, Tim Lindberg

Guests:

Matt Zaske, Jon Anderson

Discussion of Amendment Group 4 – proposed committee elimination
Tammy announced that Jon and Matt were invited to attend the meeting today to talk about the
process that resulted in recommendations for the elimination of committees as well as
suggestions for stewarding the conversation into spring semester. Matt was a member of the
Constitution Revision Task Force and Jon was the chair of Steering Committee when this
recommendation was brought forward.
Tim asked how the task force identified the list of committees for possible elimination. Matt
responded that Dave Israels-Swenson, Michel Korth and Matt reviewed every committee’s
charge in the Constitution and then reviewed minutes and documents to observe requirements
and outcomes. There were instances where committees did not meet during an academic year.
Additionally, the task force reached out to past and present committee chairs and did a survey
asking questions like: if there was enough work for the committee? Are there things the
committee should not be doing? Do you feel your committee is necessary? Responses from
committee past chairs were more candid than current chairs. Based on that information, a list of
committees was generated for further evaluation.
When read the Constitution, the various committees have a specific voice to them except the
Consultative Committee. The language for that committee feels different and not as cohesive.
Jon added that Steering took the recommendation from the task force. Steering went through a
review of other institutions including interviewing campus leaders and asking about committee
functions. Steering tried to see where things overlapped and what was common practice. There
had already been a series of Constitutional changes that were introduced, voted on and passed.
Michelle added that independent of this and in very preliminary form, one of the strategic and
visioning task force looking at campus community is bringing forward campus committee
expectations though not specific recommendations.
Tammy added service expectations for students are also an issue and they want the committee
service to be meaningful and manageable.
Matt added that one of the things the task force discussed is “what is governance?” Do some
committee responsibilities fall under an administrative heading or a committee? We may need a

redefinition of what is governance. Additionally, we have a well-defined ad hoc structure
already in our Constitution that includes a specific charge, as well as start and end date.
Michelle believes assessment is an administrative function and not a governance function. The
Higher Learning Committee expects us to commit resources and show progress toward
assessment. At the same time, it’s important that faculty, staff and students be able to provide
input, feedback and be engaged in appropriate kinds of assessment. Perhaps it makes sense that
those functions live inside the Curriculum Committee. Tim added there are certain times of the
year when committees are busy and other times they are not. He wondered if any of the work
would actually go away because the work still needs to be done.
Tammy added that International Programs Committee was created before there was an ACE
office and International Student Program. Now much of the IPC work is done by staff in those
areas.
Matt added that Steering has the constitutional charge to review the Constitution. Jon believes
Steering will need to be more nimble going forward. Tim believes the current governance
structure is reactive and not proactive.
Steering agreed to bring the proposal forward at an April meeting. As a reminder to the
campus, the summary will be included in the upcoming Campus Assembly agenda. Dave noted
this is a lot of information for the campus to absorb all at once. Michelle offered an alternative
lens. She continues to hear how we continue to do more and are over committed with respect to
everything. As our resources continue to shrink, we are all asked to do more. Some committees
don’t have a clear charge on what they should do that’s constructive. We should think more
clearly about roles and functions and if there is a way to do the work more efficiently. We want
to preserve the consultative nature of shared governance but do not want to burden the people
who do it.
Determine 3.5.19 Campus Assembly agenda

